There is no right to strike against the public welfare. "Caldwell

BATES AND MAINE FIGHT TO TIE
Second Series Game Ends with Bates Still Rolling Sevens - Maine Goes Strong In First Half, Only to be Battered in the Last Half - Three Chances for Bates Touchdowns Lost


SEASON CROWD IN ATTENDANCE
Over 3,000 See Fourth Game of the Year with Geer, Bergelin, Misslon Starng for Bates, and Sanford, Perry and Stevens Playing Great Game for Maine.

The annual Bates-Maine game played last Saturday on Gorham Field proved to be a show that was in keeping with the battles played between the two Maine Colleges. The Maine rookers were here 700 strong and a large band of fans who had showed off the old fight for their team and their cheering voices was greatly enlivened by the peppy U. of M. band. The Bates hoodlums were more often heard and aided by the noisy Bates band and Maine got their wish to have Maine know we had arrived. Maine was the better team during the last week of training, a fact which gives the girl who knew them, all the more rights to her stripe.

PHILENLLITIE INITIATES

SENIORS CHOOSE ORATIONS

NEW MEMBERS TAKEN IN WITH POMP AND CEREMONY

STIRRING FACTS ON POPULAR LARTY OF WORLD LEADERS' WORKS

COPSE FOR GREEK PLAY SEASON

The Phil hevellic club initiated its new members in the Music room, Chase Hall Tuesday evening. Helen Walden, chairman of the initiation committee, opened the high point of Olympic ceremonies and escorted the newly elected members to the throne to receive their regal titles from the phallic goddess, Alcina Crossland. Thus the news spread strange prophesies concerning them. Finally they were brought into the presence of the supreme genius, Chase Forbes, and the oath of allegiance to Greek literature was administered. The new members are Alice Comings, 25, Bates Anderson, 25, Chase, 24, Robert Fairchild, 24, Louise Phillips, 24, Beatrice Fisher, 24, Newell Allen, 24, George Alexander, 24, Edith King, 24, Richard Waddell, 24, Robert Bissell, 24, and Helen Bryant, 24, Rosamond Rosamond's new honorable boards Europe, 20, and Maine Smith, 22.

Chase Hall Committee

MITTLE SELECTED

The following men have been appointed as members of the Chase Committee:

Harry C. McKenney, Chairman; E. R. Marks, Rexley Williams, Forest Holt, President; and B. Ball, the peppy r. of the Sophmore spellbinders.

With the usual Sophomore program prevailing quite nicely, a meet in training analysis may be made of the selections chosen. A study of the lists of world leaders whose names have been selected by the Sophomore committee, for most of them gives the fact that the works of W. B.Subset lead the field in popularity. With the present apprehension of the Wilen region, it is somewhat interesting to note that interesting selections will be made on Wilen programs.

Next in popularity is the ever stirring Teddy's, who's speaking sessionically.

The Poplar country time after time is the best of campaign and administration. Legend and Beat is a close race not a comforts home, with Lift a slight favor to Legend for the reason of the people who go the opposite course.

After the outstanding figures come the popular, Gladys, the personal, and Board, the shaving.

A new method of selecting the quick one for the Pierce Division will be used this year. From the class, the President of Franklin Speaking will be the thirty best orators. Themselves this being and the随后 the Bissell Committee, wh...
This action on the part of the colleges has aroused much premature help tide over the crisis and keep the necessary trains running. The discussion of matters "of interest to Hales are at all times..."

...do any self-respecting individual would do. The proposition that the public safety is a subject to endangerment by..."

...merely standing on the platform..."...would mean far more than the most deadly..."...be the final vociferous encouragement of college to team. And later, loyalty to college which cannot..."...a hit of the dash of college enthusiasm, while..."...of the monastery in other words known..."...annual setting-up conference..."...the college..."

...the new Band Hall reception room..."

...that the freshmen class shall..."...the freshmen class..."

...the freshmen class..."

...the freshmen class..."
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YE OLDE TYME ATHLETES
wore their old clothes into the fray—and frequently left them there. A word to the wise—call on Kimball, 22, for Wright & Ditson supplies. A new lot of sweat shirts just in. Get your gym suits now.

29 Roger Williams Hall

Ask for Catalogue

ANNOUNCING
Shoe Shines for 5¢ at Chase Hall

Hours: 1-2; 6:30-7
Sat., 9-10; 12:12-3; all afternoon

BATES AND MAINE
FIGHT TO TIE
(Continued from Page One)

Two yards and Gainey repeated for the second, but Maine was off and the ball was lost in the backfield. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the third, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fourth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fifth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the sixth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the seventh, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the eighth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the ninth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the tenth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the eleventh, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the twelfth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the thirteenth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fourteenth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fifteenth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the sixteenth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the seventeenth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the eighteenth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the nineteenth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the twentieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the twenty-first, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the twenty-second. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the twenty-third, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the twenty-fourth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the twenty-fifth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the twenty-sixth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the twenty-seventh, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the twenty-eighth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the twenty-ninth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the thirtieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the thirty-first, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the thirty-second. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the thirty-third, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the thirty-fourth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the thirty-fifth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the thirty-sixth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the thirty-seventh, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the thirty-eighth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the thirty-ninth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Maine then went back to its line and Gainey repeated for the fortieth, but Maine was again off and Gainey repeated for the fortieth. Main
BATES MEN AND WOMEN

PATERSON

THE COLLEGE STORE

Chase Hall

Books Stationery, College Jewelry, Rennants, Pen-

nents, All Student Supplies

Flirt, Candy, Soda and Ice Cream

BEST QUALITY GOODS

MODERATE PRICES

DEVOTED TO COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION

COMPLIMENTS

THE SHAPIRO

Jewelry and Couturiers

GEO. V. TURGEON & CO.
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